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Tracklist
A1 Pure Comedy
A2 Total Entertainment Forever
A3 Things It Would Have Been Helpful To Know Before The Revolution
A4 Ballad Of The Dying Man
B1 Birdie
B2 Leaving LA
C1 A Bigger Paper Bag
C2 When The God Of Love Returns There'll Be Hell To Pay
C3 Smoochie
C4 Two Wildly Different Perspectives
C5 The Memo
D1 So I'm Growing Old On Magic Mountain
D2 In Twenty Years Or So
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Notes
Includes digital download code, fold out poster and exclusive holographic HA card. Die-cut,
customizable jacket with 4 interactive "background" dust sleeves, packaged in a clear plastic
slipcase with the title and artist printed on the front. Track list is a sticker affixed to the shrink.
Some pre-orders included a bonus 7” featuring the single “Real Love Baby” b/w “Rejected Generic
Pop Song, March ‘15 #3”.
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Comments about Pure Comedy - Father John Misty
Burisi
This album is just so so great! But I wish I'd buy a regular black version, not deluxe one... It's
amazing and I love it - the packaging and color of LPs (I think this is the best deluxe I own), but I'm
sick of deluxe versions getting worse sound... I'd be ok with black color and no additional stuff,
really. Some sides are fine, some have a lot of static, noise, pops, distortion, skipped a couple of
times... Not unlistenable, but no big pleasure too, so you better buy a regular one if this is what
matters to you.
Siralune
My copy has a decent amount of pops and clicks on A1-3, not unlistenable. There is some clicking on
the rest of the album but it does not negatively affect the listen. All around a good purchase.
Audiophiles should stick with the standard black pressing.
Mezilabar
I was lucky enough to pre-order and get the bonus 7". My US copy, although slightly off-centered, is very quiet and
sounds great (no distortion, very few clicks). Both inner sleeves arrived with seam splits The color of the vinyls are
beautiful metallic, marbled (aluminum & copper). I do see there is a version listed with a sticker of FJM caricature
with a cellphone included in addition to the tarot card.

Kare
My pressing is pretty good, though some sides sound much better than others. A lot of noticeable
distortion in the vocals during Leaving LA. Skipped on side A and side D. Consistent static and noise
but it's more apparent when using headphones, not so much on the speakers. I'm not incredibly
picky about these sorts of things but I do think they're worth noting when considering the purchase.
Packaging is incredible and unique.
Monn
My copy is fine until the last track (pops/static, but is also last track). Good, solid record on beautiful
wax.
ARE
Amazing album. A good amount of noise and clicks on my copy. A touch of distortion on his voice
here and there, but it's not unlistenable. It's hard to find perfect pressings of modern recordings,
but there's something wrong when "deluxe version" recipients get lesser sound quality pressings
than the standard version buyers. I'd rather have black LPs with quality sound than fancy metallic
discs with distracting noises.
Nahelm
I have had a lot of static issues, love the songs but it sounds like someone else played them 200x
before i did.
Loni
My first side is extra noisy. I tried everything to get it clean to no avail. Songs are great, would
sound better without all the white noise, other 3 sides are good, but first side has a lot of static.
Folsa
Finally got around to listening to my copy - super noisy, especially Side A. Record skipped twice
during "Total Entertainment Forever" too. Emailed SubPop, fingers crossed they will send me a
replacement copy.Great vinyl color and packaging, despite the horrible seam splits on all three
corners of both of the inner sleeves.
Jia
Just out of curiosity: did everyone's holographic card have the "Despair" image? Mine does, and the
pictures for this release has the Despair one as well. Anybody get anything different?
Kriau
It's "Despair" for me too! I think that's the point.
SmEsH
I was wondering this too, mine was despair as well!
Dibei
that is what mine was- from what I can tell that is the only one.
Gavirus
My copy sounds fine. I kind of wish FJM would go back to having melodies in his songs.
Chankane
My copy came with bad seam splitting on all sides of both sleeves, and sides C and D sound terrible
(distortion, sibilance, noise, etc.) I ordered a replacement that showed up today-- same issues.
Danrad
MrShocktime My copy came with bad seam splitting on all sides of both sleeves, and sides C and D
sound terrible (distortion, sibilance, noise, etc.) I ordered a replacement that showed up today-same issues. I'm having the same distortion issues. Ordered a replacement because some have said
they have had better luck.
Jairani
Next level packaging on the deluxe vinyl. Well done.
Umdwyn
They clearly did not cut any corners with this release. Very high quality.
Andromajurus
His transition to a Cynical Elton John is nearly complete.
Ckelond
Fantastic sound and fantastic packaging. And a really, really fantastic album.

Scream_I LOVE YOU
definitely agree. the fun packaging is on the outside this time haha
Shliffiana
I second this! Was surprised how good the records looked. Anyone know how they do that 3
dimensional metallic look?
Voodoosida
Mine is on its way today! Will update with an official review once I have time to give it a good listen.
The colored/metallic vinyl looks amazing from the pics/FJM's unboxing vid! Can't wait to bust this
one wide open!!
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